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FROM:

General Manager of Engineering Services

SUBJECT:

Downtown Separated Bike Lane Connection to Burrard Bridge and Seawall

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council approve a trial two-way separated bike lane to be constructed on Hornby
Street, including the use of bicycle signals, at a cost not exceeding $3,256,000; source
of funds detailed in Table 4 (page 13), including a monitoring and evaluation program
with a report back to Council regarding the results.
COUNCIL POLICY
In 1997, Council approved the City of Vancouver Transportation Plan that identified cycling as
one of the City’s top transportation priorities. The Plan proposed a network of Downtown bike
lanes.
In 1999, Council adopted the Bicycle Plan, which identified 12 action items to improve cycling
in Vancouver, including a network of commuter and recreational bicycle routes throughout the
City.
In 2002, Council approved Vancouver’s Downtown Transportation Plan, which emphasized the
need for safer and more convenient cycling facilities in the Downtown to provide direct
connections to key destinations.
In April 2005, Council approved the Community Climate Change Action Plan that identified the
critical importance of encouraging and supporting active transportation if Vancouver is to
meet its greenhouse gas reduction target for 2012.
In April 2009, Council received the Mayor’s Greenest City Action Team’s Quick Starts Report,
which recommended early actions the City can take to help Vancouver become the greenest
city by 2020, including ways to increase the attractiveness of cycling, such as a network of
protected bike lanes on existing bike routes.
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In May 2009, Council approved a motion to proceed with the lane re-allocation trial on
Burrard Bridge to enhance safety, capacity and quality of cycling across the bridge. In July
2009, the west curb lane of Burrard Bridge between Cornwall Avenue and Pacific Street and
the east sidewalk was allocated to bicycles.
In October 2009, Council received the Mayor’s Greenest City Action Team’s strategy
Vancouver 2020 A Bright Green Future which encourages the City to explore opportunities to
add protected bikeways in the downtown. The Goals were approved in February 2010.
In February 2010, Council approved a separated bike lane on the Dunsmuir Viaduct and
approved in principle separated bike lanes downtown to connect the Burrard Bridge and the
Dunsmuir Viaduct.
On May 6, 2010, Council approved bicycle network improvement projects for 2010/2011,
including separated bike lanes downtown to connect the Burrard Bridge and Dunsmuir
Viaduct.
On May 20, 2010, Council approved phase one, a two-way separated bike lane on Dunsmuir
Street, of a two-phase initiative to connect the Burrard Bridge and the Dunsmuir Viaduct
separated bike lanes to the central business district.
PURPOSE AND SUMMARY
The purpose of this report is to seek Council approval to construct a trial two-way separated
bike lane on the east side of Hornby Street, as phase two of the downtown separated bike
lanes trial, complete with an evaluation and monitoring program and associated costs. This
report also seeks Council’s approval on the use of bike signals to implement this project in the
safest way possible. This is the final phase of a two-phase initiative to connect the Burrard
Bridge and the Dunsmuir Viaduct separated bike lanes to the central business district. The
findings from the downtown separated bike lanes trial would inform the development of the
update to the City of Vancouver’s Transportation Plan and the Cycling Master Plan.
BACKGROUND
The City of Vancouver’s 1997 Transportation plan identified the sustainable modes (walking,
cycling, and transit) as top transportation priorities because the City’s growth in population,
jobs, and total trips could not be supported by existing or potential road space for vehicles.
Since that plan, Vancouver has seen a 44% increase in walking, 180% increase in cycling, and
50% increase in transit, while the number of cars entering the city has decreased by 10%. The
city has also seen a 27% increase in population, 18% increase in jobs, and 23% increase in total
trips during the same time period. Council’s policies around land use and transportation have
also been essential in supporting economic growth in a vibrant downtown. If Vancouver is to
continue to support the growing population and economy, more investment is needed in
walking, biking, and transit.
Investing in bicycle infrastructure that attracts people to cycling is essential in order to
provide road space for those that must use vehicles. The 2006 Canadian Census reported that
Vancouver’s bike to work mode share increased to 4%, but less than 1% of total street space in
Vancouver is dedicated solely to cyclists. Cities that have a similar climate to Vancouver have
invested in bicycle infrastructure and seen tremendous growth in their bike to work mode
share. For example, Copenhagen (which has approximately the same number of rainy days a
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year as Vancouver) has a bike to work mode share of 37% (City of Copenhagen). During the
2010 Olympic Winter Games in Vancouver, walking and cycling trips across the False Creek
bridges increased from 5,000 trips per day to over 20,000 trips per day. Coupled with
Copenhagen’s experience, Vancouver’s recent Olympic experience also suggests that there is
considerable potential for increased cycling by those who are able to make this choice,
regardless of the weather.
Experience from cities around the world (e.g. New York, Montreal, and Copenhagen), suggests
that separated bike lanes are effective in attracting more people to cycling. Separated bike
lanes are among the most requested type of bike facility in Vancouver and the UBC Cycling in
Cities survey reported that Metro Vancouverites prefer separated bike lanes over on-street
bike facilities (shared routes, painted bike lanes, local street bike routes). This preference is
attributed to the feeling of safety of separated facilities and at least part of the reason why
they attract a portion of the population who would not otherwise cycle.
To increase the attractiveness and the perception of safety of cycling and encourage more
people of all ages and abilities to cycle, separated bike lanes were installed on the Burrard
Bridge in July 2009, on the Dunsmuir Viaduct in March 2010 following the Olympic Games, and
on Dunsmuir Street in June 2010. Since the separated bike lanes were installed on the Burrard
Bridge there have been more than one million cycling trips over the bridge. Since the
separated bike lanes were installed on Dunsmuir Street there have been an average of 2000
cyclist trips per day on the street.
Separated bike lanes have also been approved in principle in the downtown to connect the
Burrard Bridge and the Dunsmuir Viaduct with the central business district. In the February
2010 report to Council (Separated Bike Lanes in Downtown – RTS# 8181), Thurlow, Burrard,
and/or Hornby Streets were identified as potential alignments for the north-south connection
between the Burrard Bridge and the central business district (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Existing separated bike lanes on Burrard Bridge, Dunsmuir Viaduct, and Dunsmuir Street
with proposed connection to the Burrard Bridge

This facility would be the last phase of the separated bike lanes downtown trial and it would
connect the Burrard Bridge and Dunsmuir Viaduct with the central business district. This
separated bike lane would also connect to the Seawall which ends at the Vancouver
Convention Centre on the north side of the downtown peninsula and to the Seawall on the
south side of the downtown peninsula.
DISCUSSION
a)

Route Selection: North-South Connection

Staff examined Thurlow, Burrard, and Hornby Streets to determine potential options for the
north-south connection. Through the Dunsmuir Street separated bike lane consultation
process, staff heard from the cycling community that Thurlow Street had little support as the
alignment for a connection between the Burrard Bridge and Dunsmuir Street because it is not
a direct route and it has geography that is challenging for cycling (i.e. it passes over the
highest part of the Downtown Peninsula). Burrard and Hornby Streets, both already part of
the cycling route network with painted bike lanes, were the preferred alignments for a northsouth connection as they are direct routes, have more amenable geography to cycling, and
provide good access to businesses. Appendix A includes a report from the Vancouver Area
Cycling Coalition (VACC) that confirms these alignment preferences.
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To complement these findings, staff examined the three streets using a comprehensive matrix
analysis (Table 1). In the following table, the bold cells represent positive factors and the
non-bold cells represent negative factors or potential challenges.

Existing bike route
Existing peak hour bike
volume
Existing peak hour
motor vehicle volume
Existing transit

Thurlow

Burrard

Hornby

No

Yes

Yes

46*
(southbound)
932*
(southbound)
Yes

72‡

Minimal

7

†

2117†
Yes (Melville to
Pender)

1497‡

Existing truck route

No

Yes

No

Desired cycling route
On-street parking
affected
On-street loading zone
affected
Potential cost share

No
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes - Developments

†

February 10, 2009, count at Georgia Street and Thurlow Street between 4:50 and 5:50pm
*February 5, 2009, count at Georgia Street and Burrard Street between 4:40 and 5:40pm
‡
March 4, 2009, count at Georgia Street and Hornby Street between 7:50 and 8:50am

Table 1: Matrix analysis for north-south connection

The results of this analysis identified Hornby Street as the strongest candidate for the
separated bike lane. Hornby Street is a one-way northbound street that accommodates two
travel lanes, a painted northbound bike lane, and parking in both curb lanes (Figure 2). It has
medium volumes of traffic, existing bike volumes, one transit stop south of Pacific, and it is
not a designated truck route. Hornby Street does have parking, loading, and drop-offs
permitted in both curb lanes at all times, and these functions would be impacted to some
extent by implementing a separated bike lane.
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Figure 2: Existing cross-section of Hornby Street (looking north)

The proposed alignment is found in Figure 3. The connection to/from Hornby Street to the
north Seawall would be along Hastings Street and Burrard Street. The connection for
southbound cyclists to the Burrard Bridge would be along Drake Street and Burrard Street.

Figure 3: Proposed alignment of the separated bike lane to connect the Burrard Bridge with
Dunsmuir Street and the Seawall

b)

Hornby Street Design Features

As a consequence of the feedback and comparison, staff focused on developing a design for
Hornby Street. The key design features are:

6
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Two-way Facility - Best practice appears to indicate that a two-way separated bike
lane is the optimal design. Cyclists tend to use one-way facilities for two-way travel
which results in more cyclist-cyclist collisions and a two-way facility requires less
street space than two one-way facilities.



East Side of Street - Staff examined both sides of the street for conflicts using the
matrix analysis below (Table 2). In the following table, the bold cells represent the
less challenging factors and the non-bold cells represent the more challenging factors.
East side of street
1492*

West side of street
1619*

Maximum motor vehicle
turning volumes at
intersections between
Beach and Hastings
Number of on-street
Approximately 158
Approximately 120
parking spaces affected
Number of on-street
9
8
passenger zones
Number of on-street
2
9
loading and taxi zones
Number of general
2
5
driveway crossings
Number of parkade and
4
11
hotel entrances
Number of front door
46
71
business accesses
Number of lane accesses
4
6
Number of intersections
3 (No right turn at
1 (No left turn at
with turn restrictions
Smithe, Robson, and
Nelson)
already**
Dunsmuir)
* Based on the most recent PM peak hour counts
** The intersections listed would otherwise result in potential conflicts if these
restrictions were not already in place
Table 2: Matrix analysis for location of separated bike facility on east or west side of
Hornby Street

The results of this analysis identified the east side of Hornby Street as the strongest
candidate for the separated bike lane. The east side of Hornby Street has less impact
on front door business access. It also has less potential for conflicts between turning
motor vehicles and cyclists since it has fewer motor vehicle turning movements at
intersections, driveway crossings, parkade and hotel entrances, lane accesses, and
streets where right turns are permitted.
With the separated facility on the east side of the street, there are fewer
opportunities for conflict between cyclists and motor vehicles turning right versus the
facility on the west side and motor vehicles turning left. Since Hornby Street is one
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way northbound, a southbound cyclist is more visible to a driver making a right turn
versus a left turn because of their proximity to the turning motor vehicle.


Type of Separation – The types of physical separation proposed are similar to those
used on Dunsmuir Street: planters, parking, and medians.



Street Space Reallocation - To implement a two-way separated bike lane on Hornby
Street would require reallocation of street space from either a travel lane or a parking
lane. Staff examined the impacts of removing a travel lane versus removing a parking
lane on Hornby Street. The removal of a travel lane (e.g. going from two to one travel
lanes) would significantly impact the capacity of the corridor north of Davie Street.
Removing a parking lane from Hornby Street would result in the loss of approximately
158 parking spaces out of 244. However, there are approximately 160 metered parking
spaces being reinstated along Howe and Seymour Streets as part of the buses returning
to Granville Street and there are approximately 10,000 off-street parking spaces
available for daily use within one block of Hornby Street.
The remaining parking lane can be located on either the east or the west side of the
street (Figures 4 and 5). The proposed design places the parking lane on the side that
responds best to the needs of the businesses and institutions and where loading or
passenger zones currently exist on the street.

Figure 2: Proposed cross-section of Hornby Street with parking maintained next to the separated
bike lane (looking north)
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Figure 3: Proposed cross-section of Hornby Street with parking on the west side of the street
(looking north)

Between Beach Avenue and Davie Street where traffic volumes are lighter, the
proposed design reallocates a travel lane to the separated bike lane. The block
between Beach Avenue and Pacific Street would be changed from a two-way street to
a one-way street to support the travel lane reallocation.


Intersections - The implementation of a two-way separated bike lane on the east side
of Hornby Street introduces two potential conflicts between cyclists and motor
vehicles: southbound cyclists against right turning motor vehicles and northbound
cyclists against right turning motor vehicles. To reduce these conflicts, a combination
of the following measures could be used at a signalized intersection:
1. dedicated right turn lanes for motor vehicles,
2. green painted cycle crossings and signage,
3. recessed stop bars (i.e. stop bars set back more than one metre from the
crosswalk),
4. banned right turns for motor vehicles, and/or
5. separate signals for both bicycles and turning motor vehicles.
The first three measures listed give cyclists and motorists advanced warning that there
may be a conflict at the intersection, as well as providing motorists with greater
visibility of cyclists at the intersection. These measures are sufficient to reduce
conflicts when the volume of right turning motor vehicles is low (i.e. potential for
conflict between turning motor vehicles and cyclists is low). The fourth measure,
banned right turns, is only used if absolutely necessary, as it creates significant traffic
management issues and can impact access to local businesses.
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On Hornby Street, there are intersections which have high right turning motor vehicle
volumes and there is sufficient space to provide a dedicated right turn lane. At these
locations, staff recommend that motor vehicles be permitted to make a right turn
without conflicting with cyclists. To do so safely requires that the turning motor
vehicles have their own signal and phase, while cyclists have their own signal and
phase, too. To properly and safely permit this movement, staff recommend that
separate signals for both bicycles and turning motor vehicles be used.
Bicycle signals are a new traffic control device for Vancouver. They are not explained
under the British Columbia Motor Vehicle Act, although the Manual of Uniform Traffic
Control Devices (MUTCD) includes guidelines for bicycle signals and they are approved
by the Transportation Association of Canada (TAC). Staff recommend the use of bicycle
signals in this situation to provide enhanced safety for all users, to maintain
circulation and access to businesses, and to follow best practices of separated bike
lane implementation in other cities (Copenhagen, New York, and Montreal). Staff also
recommend that bicycle signals be used for cyclists traveling counter-flow to motor
vehicle traffic.
A combination of these techniques would be used along Hornby Street (as shown in the
detailed block-by-block images of the proposed design at the public information
sessions and online at
http://vancouver.ca/engsvcs/transport/cycling/separated/effect.htm). Details of the
configuration of each intersection will continue to be refined in response to the
conditions observed at the intersections during the trial.


c)

Transit Stops - Two bus stops are located along the proposed route and both have
undergone detailed review. There is a transit stop located on the connection to the
Burrard Bridge (refer back to Figure 3), Burrard Street at Harwood Street, and a stop
on Hornby Street north of Beach Avenue (C21 community shuttle service). Staff
recommend that the bus stop on Burrard Street at Harwood Street be relocated north
of Drake Street due to street width restrictions, safety, and motor vehicle capacity
reduction. Staff are reviewing the C21 route with TransLink.
Monitoring and Evaluation

A minimum six-month trial would allow for monitoring of street operations through three
seasons, a range of weather conditions, and special events. After which, a decision on a more
permanent design could be made. The street lighting and curb ramps may need to be
upgraded as part of the permanent configuration and this would be monitored as part of the
trial.
A two-way separated bike lane on Hornby Street would provide empirical data regarding:




The effects on motorized traffic;
The change in cycling and traffic volumes along the corridor; and
Any capacity or safety issues that become apparent concerning cyclists or motor
vehicles.
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Staff will develop a program to monitor cyclist and motor vehicle traffic, as well as have a
business impact study conducted, on Hornby Street during the trial. The program would
include motor vehicle travel times and volumes of motor vehicles and bicycles. As with other
elements of the trial, the monitoring plan would be subject to modification as needed during
the implementation period. Information collected would be used to assess the effectiveness
of these measures and guide modifications.
CONSULTATION
Staff launched a comprehensive public consultation process in August 2010, with follow up
meetings in September recognizing that many people would be away in August. The process
began with a mail-out survey (Appendix B) that was delivered to approximately 4000
businesses and residents along and near Hornby Street. (See Appendix C for memo to inform
Mayor and Council of staff embarking on the public consultation for Phase 2). An online survey
was also provided at this time, along with an online discussion forum on the City’s website. An
information session was held at the Pacific Centre rotunda on August 11, 2010, between 11am
and 7pm. Two forms were provided to the public at the information session to gather
feedback. One form was for Dunsmuir Street (Appendix D) and the other was the survey that
had been provided in the mail-out.
Over 2300 responses were received as part of this consultation initiative. The online
discussion forum had approximately 200 comments as of September 27, 2010. Approximately
200 comment sheets were received at the August 11th information session providing feedback
on Dunsmuir Street (this is in addition to approximately 200 emails received since the trial
began). The parts of Dunsmuir that people like best are the feeling of safety that the facility
provides, the planters, the bike parking, the width of the facility and that the bike lane is bidirectional. The parts that people feel need improvement are signage and signal timing;
conflicts at intersections between motor vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians; and allowing the
right turn at Seymour and Hornby Streets. Looking toward Hornby Street, people are
concerned with connectivity and access, impact to parking and access, impact on businesses,
safety, improving communication with the public, increased congestion, and right turn
capacity.
Approximately 200 surveys were received from the mail-out and at the August 11th
information session. In addition to this, over 1700 responses were received through the online
survey. Residents were generally most concerned with potential restrictions to right turns and
wanted to see greening of the street. Businesses were generally most concerned with access
to loading and/or customer access to parking, as well as wanting to see greening of the
street.
Staff also held individual stakeholder meetings between July and September 2010, with the
Downtown Vancouver Business Improvement Association (DVBIA), the Board of Trade, the
Downtown Vancouver Association (DVA), the Bicycle Advisory Committee (BAC), and properties
that may have affected loading or passenger zones along Hornby Street. In cases where issues
were identified, staff had numerous meetings with individuals/groups to find acceptable
solutions.
Staff hired a consultant (Mustel Group) to conduct an intercept survey along Hornby Street to
assess the public opinion of the separated bike lanes downtown, specifically on Hornby
Street. A random selection of 500 visitors to the Hornby Street area were intercepted and
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interviewed. The survey was conducted between August 28 and September 2, 2010. The full
report can be found in Appendix E.
The key findings from the survey were:
-

56% of those intercepted supported having a separated bike lane on Hornby Street,
30% were opposed, and 14% were undecided;
Usual mode of travel was 47% walk, 35% transit, 24% vehicle, and 14% bike;
Of the 24% who usually use a vehicle to access this area of downtown, 26% would
consider cycling if there was a separated bike lane on Hornby Street;
Most vehicle users walk more than one block to their destination, averaging in the
range of two to three blocks; and
There was a high degree of awareness of large nearby parkades found among vehicle
users including those who parked on the street.

Based on the preliminary consultation, staff refined the design on Hornby Street. The current
design reflects many changes that accommodate specific issues raised by individuals/groups
along the corridor. This includes a different treatment for the bike lane to maintain passenger
and loading zones next to the bike lane and separate signals for motor vehicles and cyclists at
intersections to maintain right turns. Staff then distributed a project update via 4000
postcards to businesses and residents along and near Hornby Street in early September
inviting them to a second public information session at the Pacific Centre rotunda on
September 8, 2010, between 11am and 7pm, to view the refined design for Hornby Street.
Concurrently, the design was posted on the City’s website (available at
http://vancouver.ca/engsvcs/transport/cycling/separated/effect.htm) with an online survey
to gather feedback on the design (Appendix F). The same survey was provided at the public
information session to gather feedback on the design.
There were approximately 700 people who attended the public information session on
September 8, 2010. Staff received over 200 completed surveys that day and approximately
200 from the online survey. Generally, there was more than 65% support for the design
features presented. However, the main issue of concern was banned right turns. Staff have
refined the design to allow the right turn at Drake and Burrard Streets by relocating the
separated bike lane to the south side of Drake Street and will re-evaluate the right turn ban
at Hastings and Burrard once construction of the Jameson (east of Hornby Street on Hastings
Street) is complete. Information will continue to be provided to the public through the City’s
website.
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The original estimate for the downtown separated bike lanes trial was $3,000,000 with
$900,000 allocated for Phase 1 (Dunsmuir Street) and $2,100,000 for Phase 2 (Hornby Street).
Phase 1 was completed under budget ($810,000) in June 2010.
The detailed estimate for Hornby Street (Phase 2) is $3,260,000 (Table 3) and the facility is
now projected to be fully constructed in 2010. The additional cost of the project is attributed
to many of the changes that were made in response to the concerns raised through the
consultation process (e.g. special signal work and increased passenger and loading zones next
to the bike lane). The funding sources identified for the project can be found in Table 4.
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Signal work
Street work
Planters (including soil and plants)
Bike corrals and parking
Monitoring Program and enforcement
Communications
Contingency
Total
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$1,100,000
$947,000
$390,000
$30,000
$93,000
$200,000
$500,000
$3,260,000

Table 3: Summary of costs for Hornby Street separated bike lane

2010 Separated Bike Lanes (A4a6)
2010 Cycling Network (A4d)
2010 Drainage Prior to Paving (A1c2)
2009 Sidewalks - New and Local
Improvements (A1b1)
2009 Sidewalk Reconstruction (A1b2)
2009 Drainage Prior to Paving (A1c2)
2006-2008 Cycling Network
Total

$1,190,000
$725,000
$150,000
$200,000
$200,000
$50,000
$745,000
$3,260,000

Table 4: Summary of funding sources for Hornby Street separated bike lane

The projected loss of parking on Hornby Street is 158 parking spaces. The expectation is that
the loss of revenues on Hornby Street would be offset by increased parking density (higher
usage) on adjacent streets and therefore results in no net revenue loss.
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Construction would begin as soon as possible following Council approval. It is estimated that
the facility would be completed within 10 weeks subject to weather. Staff would commit to
no construction during the Christmas period (exact dates to be confirmed with businesses in
the area) to limit impact on the surrounding businesses. Staff would develop a detailed
implementation plan that accommodates special events and would coordinate this work with
private construction activities along the corridor. Staff would report back to Council as
needed regarding the results of this bike facility.
COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Reaching the potential users of Hornby Street - residents and businesses alike - with concise,
easy to understand information is key to the success of the project. As such, there is a
significant communications effort planned to implement this separated bike lane trial. The
communication plan will provide information about:



the goals of the initiative: attracting more people to cycling, fostering a shift towards
sustainable modes of transportation, while minimizing the effects on the community
and businesses;
key information (through various modes) about construction including traffic changes
and travel alternatives (especially around the downtown core) as far in advance as
possible; and
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education (through various modes) in regard to the new features of this separated bike
lane and its different elements, such as bicycle signals, green paint, bike boxes, etc.

The plan will also provide an opportunity for ongoing feedback which can be factored into the
ongoing evaluation of the initiative and used in the development of the upcoming Cycling
Master Plan and the City’s Transportation Plan update. More information on the
communication plan is provided in Appendix G.
CONCLUSION
Staff have developed a plan for implementing a trial two-way separated bike lane on the east
side of Hornby Street and linking to the existing separated facilities on the Burrard Bridge,
Dunsmuir Street, and the Seawall. This separated bike facility would provide an opportunity
to evaluate the attractiveness of separated bike lanes downtown, the effectiveness of various
methods of managing conflict between right turning motor vehicles and cyclists at
intersections, and the impact on motor vehicle capacity.
*****
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Connecting Vancouver’s Separated Bike Lanes:
Dunsmuir Viaduct to the Burrard Bridge
VACC Recommendations
May 4, 2010
The Vancouver Area Cycling Coalition was requested by the City to suggest routes for
separated bike lanes to connect the existing lanes on the Dunsmuir Viaduct and the Burrard
Bridge. The VACC considered who these routes should attract, and how the request fitted
more comprehensive goals. We conducted an on-site assessment of potential routes.
Targeted cyclists: The 31 percent of the region s adults who identify themselves as
regular, frequent, occasional or potential cyclists, comprising the “near market” for cycling.
The Vancouver cohort is about 125,000 to 150,000 people. Their highest requests are for
bike lanes separated from motor vehicles.1
Context: We consider these connectors the next phase of a comprehensive grid of streets
with separated bike lanes that allow safe and protected access to and through downtown,
have potentially excellent connections to the Seawall and major transit centres, and have
the highest potential to attract more bicyclists.
Recommended Action: To connect the Dunsmuir Viaduct to the Burrard Bridge via
separated lanes on Dunsmuir St., and on the Hornby, or Burrard corridors as summarized
below and detailed in the accompanying table and maps. We recommend initial temporary
construction to test feasibility, the comfort distance between cyclists and motor vehicles,
and public acceptance. We note areas with special design needs.
For each corridor these are acceptable routes and lane configurations, with our reasons for
choosing them. Minor connecting streets are detailed in the table and shown on maps.

East-West Corridor Recommendation
Dunsmuir St.: bi-directional lane between Dunsmuir Viaduct and selected southbound
street. Benefits: Direct flow on/off the viaduct. Not hilly. Excellent connections to offices,
retail, educational institutions and transit centers. Direct connections to North/South streets.
Easily continued to Pender for extension to Stanley Park.

North-South Corridor Recommendations
Hornby: one bi-directional lane or one northbound lane and one southbound lane. Benefits:
Relatively flat. Relatively low traffic. Access to many shops, Law Courts, Robson Square,
offices, Convention Centre. Good connections to the Seawall.
Burrard St.: two one-way lanes, northbound and southbound. Most direct route between
Dunsmuir and the Burrard Bridge.
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ENGINEERING SERVICES
Peter Judd, P.Eng., General Manager
VanRIMS No.: 08-2000-20

MEMORANDUM
TO:

Mayor and Council
Penny Ballem, City Manager

FROM:

Peter Judd, General Manager of Engineering Services

SUBJECT:

Downtown Separated Bike Lanes Update

July 26, 2010

This memo is to update Council on the preliminary findings of a review of the operation of the
Dunsmuir Street separated bike lane and to inform Council that staff are embarking on public
consultation regarding Phase 2 of separated bike lanes downtown.
To increase the attractiveness of cycling and encourage more people of all ages and abilities
to cycle, separated bike lanes were installed on the Burrard Bridge in July 2009, on the
Dunsmuir Viaduct in March 2010 following the Olympic Games, and on Dunsmuir Street in June
2010. Separated bike lanes have also been approved in principle in the downtown to connect
the Burrard Bridge and the Dunsmuir Viaduct with the central business district.
Phase 1
Overall, the new separated bike lane on Dunsmuir Street has been well received. There has
been a 400% increase in cycling volumes on Dunsmuir Street in the morning peak hour. Since
opening the separated bike lane on June 15, 2010, staff have been monitoring the operation
of the street. As a result, staff will be implementing some new measures to improve
operations. Bollards will be installed on the west side of each intersection to limit turning
vehicles from entering the separated bike lane. Staff will also implement a green surface
treatment through intersections and lanes to raise awareness of the potential conflict
between turning vehicles and cyclists. The bollards and green surface treatment will be
installed in August.
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Phase 2
In the February 2010 report to Council (Separated Bike Lanes in Downtown – RTS# 8181),
Thurlow, Burrard, and/or Hornby Streets were identified as potential alignments for the
north-south connection between the Burrard Bridge and the central business district (see
Figure 1).

Figure 1: Separated bike lanes on Burrard Bridge, Dunsmuir Viaduct, and Dunsmuir Street,
proposed north-south connection on Hornby Street (planning for the Helmcken-Comox Greenway is
underway)

Through the Dunsmuir Street separated bike lane consultation process, staff learned that
Thurlow Street had little support as the alignment for the north-south connection. Burrard
and Hornby Streets, both already part of the cycling route network with painted bike lanes,
were the preferred alignments for the north-south connection.
However, in order to ensure a rigorous process, staff examined the three possible routes using
a comprehensive matrix analysis which included the following criteria: presence of an existing
bike route, current cycling volumes, current vehicle volumes, presence of an existing transit
route, presence of an existing truck route, extent of on-street loading zone and parking loss
with the implementation of a separated bike lane, projected parking revenue loss, potential
cost sharing with other partners, any safety challenges, and qualitative feedback from the
cycling community as to the preferred route.
The results of this analysis identified Hornby Street as the strongest candidate for the
separated bike lane. Hornby Street is a one-way northbound street that accommodates two
travel lanes and medium volumes of traffic. It has no transit routes, is not a designated truck
route, and has a painted bike lane with existing bike volumes. Hornby Street does have
parking, loading, and drop-offs permitted in both curb lanes at all times, and these functions
would be impacted to some extent by implementing a separated bike lane. (Note:
increasingly, best practice appears to indicate that a two-way separated bike lane is the
optimal design).
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As a consequence of the feedback and comparison, staff are focusing on developing a
preliminary design for Hornby Street. Staff will launch the public consultation process next
week with a mail out survey (see attached) to be delivered to businesses and residents along
and near Hornby Street. An information session will be held at the Pacific Centre rotunda on
August 11, between 11am and 7pm and individual stakeholder meetings will be held
throughout July and August. Based on the preliminary consultation, staff will refine the
north-south separated bike lane design and present it to the public in September to solicit
additional feedback.
If you have any questions or concerns, please contact me at 604.873.7303.

Peter Judd, P.Eng.
General Manager of Engineering Services
LEH/leh
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Hornby St. Separated Bike Lane Design Feedback Form
1. Please choose all that apply
I am a:
□ Resident of downtown
□ Resident of Vancouver who does not live downtown
□ Resident of a city outside Vancouver
□ Downtown business owner
□ Employee who works downtown

2. What is your primary mode of transportation?
□ Car, truck or van — as driver
□ Car, truck or van — as passenger
□ Public transit
□ Walk
□ Bicycle
□ Motorcycle
□ Other method

3. What is your age group?
□ 24 or younger
□ 25 to 34
□ 35 to 44
□ 45 to 54
□ 55 to 64
□ 65 or over
4. Were you aware that the City will reinstate approximately 160 on-street parking
spaces on Howe and Seymour Streets?
□ Yes
□ No
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SOUTH SECTION
A. Seaside Bike Route to Pacific St. (Please see corresponding board)

1. To maintain on-street parking, City staff have recommended that Hornby Street
become one-way between Beach and Pacific Street. Do you support this decision?
□ Yes
□ No
2. Do you have specific concerns about the design on this block? (Please see the
Seaside to Pacific board)
□ Yes – please specify: _____________________________________
_____________________________________

□ No
B. Pacific St. to Davie St. (Please see corresponding board)

City staff have recommended banning motor vehicles from turning right as the street
does not have enough width to accommodate a right turn lane. This is required in
order to have the safest right turning movement for vehicles.
1. Do you support banning motor vehicles from turning right from Drake to Burrard?
□ Yes
□ No
2. To maintain two-way vehicle traffic on Drake Street between Burrard and Hornby,
City staff have recommended to remove parking. Do you support this decision?
□ Yes
□ No
City staff have recommended banning motor vehicles from turning as the street does
not have enough width to accommodate a right turn lane. This is required in order to
have the safest right turning movement for vehicles.
3. Do you support banning motor vehicles from turning right from Burrard to Pacific?
□ Yes
□ No
4. To maintain parking and passenger/loading zones, do you support removing a
travel lane on Hornby Street?
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□ Yes
□ No – please specify: _____________________________________
_____________________________________

5. Do you have specific concerns about the design on this block (Pacific to Davie)?
□ Yes – please specify: _____________________________________
_____________________________________

□ No
MID-SECTION
A. Davie St. to Nelson St. (Please see corresponding board)

1. To maintain two travel lanes, City staff have recommended removing parking on
the west side of Hornby. Do you support this decision?
□ Yes
□ No
City staff have recommended banning motor vehicles from turning right as the street
does not have enough width to accommodate a right turn lane. This is required in
order to have the safest right turning movement for vehicles. Helmcken Street is also
a future Greenway.
2. Do you support banning motor vehicles from turning right at Helmcken to maintain
parking near the intersection?
□ Yes
□ No
3. Do you have specific concerns about the design on this block (Davie to Nelson)?
□ Yes – please specify: _____________________________________
_____________________________________

□ No
B. Nelson St. to Robson St. (Please see corresponding board)

1. To maintain two travel lanes on Hornby Street, City staff have recommended
removing parking from the east side. Do you support this decision?
□ Yes
□ No
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2. Do you have specific concerns about the design on this block (Nelson to
Robson)?
□ Yes – please specify: _____________________________________
_____________________________________

□ No
MID-SECTION CON’T…
C. Robson St. to Dunsmuir St. (Please see corresponding board)

1. In order to allow all motor vehicle movements (left, straight and right), City staff
have recommended removing parking at the intersection of Georgia and Hornby. Do
you support this decision?
□ Yes
□ No
2. To maintain two travel lanes, City staff have recommended removing parking on
the east side. Do you support this decision?
□ Yes
□ No
3. Do you have specific concerns about the design on this block (Robson to Dunsmuir)?
□ Yes
□ No

NORTH SECTION
A. Dunsmuir St. to Hastings St. (Please see corresponding board)

1. To maintain two travel lanes, City staff have recommended removing parking from
the east side of Hornby Street. Do you agree with this decision?
□ Yes
□ No
2. Do you have specific concerns about the design on this block (Dunsmuir to
Hastings)?
□ Yes – please specify: _____________________________________
_____________________________________

□ No
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B. Hastings St. to Canada Pl. (Please see corresponding board)

City staff have recommended banning motor vehicles from turning right as the street
does not have enough width to accommodate a right turn lane. This is required in order
to have the safest right turning movement for vehicles.
1. Do you support banning motor vehicles from turning right from Hastings to
Burrard?
□ Yes
□ No
2. Do you have specific concerns about the design on this block (Hastings to
Canada Place)?
□ Yes – please specify: _____________________________________
_____________________________________

□ No
FINAL COMMENTS
1. Do you support the proposed Hornby Street separated bike lane?
□ Yes
□ Yes, with reservations
□ No
2. Do you have any additional comments you would like to add regarding the
proposed Hornby separated bike lanes?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
It is important to have a strong communications component on a project involving a major
transportation route into downtown – which has implications for public transportation,
commuting, and surrounding businesses.
The communication plan will:
1. provide the public with key information via the use of mass media, localized
information and the web about construction, including traffic changes and travel
alternatives
2. clearly present the goals of the initiative: to attract more people to cycling and foster
a shift in sustainable modes of transportation
3. provide the public with the opportunity to generate ongoing feedback which can be
factored into the ongoing evaluation of the initiative
4. provide the public with key information via the use of mass media, localized
information, and the web about the new bike facility and its elements (e.g. bike
boxes, bicycle signals, green paint, traffic pattern changes, etc.)
Additional specific objectives of the communication plan are to:
1. encourage the use of the downtown separated bike lanes, including on Hornby Street,
for residents and visitors who want to take advantage of the convenient access to
many key amenities downtown
2. motivate more residents to use the downtown separated bike lanes as part of their
normal commute to and from work
3. encourage motorists to consider alternatives for commuting or traveling to
destinations along Hornby Street, and change routes by providing information on
nearby alternative routes
4. encourage unaccompanied motorists to consider alternatives such as car pooling or
trying sustainable modes instead
The activities and tactics listed below provide a general overview of the key elements of the
information campaign. These include, but are not limited to:
1. Community and media event (e.g. maximizing opportunities to encourage sustainable
commuting choices through promotional events and other significant opportunities)
2. Paid media campaigns (based on an analysis of the most cost-effective strategies for
reaching target audiences and working with Communications – i.e. radio, online, print
for downtown commuters, etc.)
3. Broad media-relations activities that include a news release to launch the project
when the report goes to Council, pitched media stories, ongoing spokesperson
availability, and rigorous issues management
4. A customized suite of web pages which engage and provide information through
diagrams and online video(s) (vancouver.ca and RoadAhead)
5. Social media, such as tweets, facebook, and a moderated blog commentary
6. Collateral material development, which may include community posters and
testimonials from bike lane users
TIMELINE
The timeline is to be finalized, but will be aligned with key milestones approved by Council.
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BUDGET
Wherever possible, the public education and awareness costs would be leveraged through
partnership arrangements with community, advocacy, corporate, or other agencies. A
maximum of $120,000 would be made available for the communication surrounding
construction activities. A maximum of $20,000 would be made available for development of
the on-line video. Approximately $60,000 would be available for project management and
event support, as well as for advertising to support the public information goals for the
project. This brings the total budget allocation for a public information campaign to
$200,000.

